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A word from our Sponsor

DAME MARY PERKINS

Co-founder of SpecSavers

Bringing sponsorship into focus
As proud sponsors of CrimeFest 2019, Specsavers is delighted to be supporting a literary
event which caters for both occasional readers and avid fans of the crime genre. With a
host of established and up and coming authors, it’s sure to be a fantastic three days.
There’s no denying the draw of a crime novel; full of intrigue, suspense and multiple plot
twists, it’s no surprise that the genre is so popular around the world. To have a convention
that is dedicated to crime fiction and which attracts fans from across the world is
testament to its popularity. The fact that it’s here in Bristol is even more special.
Literary links
The city has a special affinity with Specsavers co-founder Dame Mary Perkins. As well as
being a proud Bristolian, Dame Mary is an avid reader and passionate about anything that
can be done to engage people in literature, celebrate the power of imagination and reward
literary talents.
Specsavers has been a champion of the written word for many years through various
sponsorships. These initiatives, together with its sponsorship of CrimeFest 2019, make perfect sense as good eyesight is
essential for reading and you can’t enjoy an audio book without good hearing.
Community optical and audiology care
A partnership of almost 2,000 locally-run businesses throughout the world, Specsavers is committed to delivering high
quality, affordable optical and audiology care in the communities they serve. This includes 11 stores in the Bristol area, all
of which are part-owned and managed by its own joint venture partners.
More than one in three people who wear glasses in the UK buy them from Specsavers, with 36 million customers
registered in total. A champion of the National Health Service, of the 22.2 million UK Specsavers customers, 55% are
from the NHS. A home visiting service is also available for those who cannot get to the store unaccompanied.
Looking after your eyes
The importance of making sure you get your eyes tested regularly should not be under-estimated. As well as an essential
vision check, your eyes can also reveal a lot about your general health. Unless your vision has changed though, you might
not have given this much thought.
Many conditions have few or even no noticeable symptoms in the early stages. A regular eye test can help identify and
monitor a whole host of issues, including macular degeneration, cataracts, glaucoma, diabetes, and even brain tumours.
Using the very latest technology, your optician will be able to carry out a thorough examination and identify any problems
that might need attention. Early detection is crucial which is why you should make sure you have a regular check.
A thorough check
Every eye test at Specsavers is performed to the highest standard. An experienced and highly-trained optometrist will
not only check your prescription and level of vision, but also examine the areas around the eyes to look for signs of
abnormality, injury or disease.
Staff training and experience is complemented with the use of advanced optical technology, including digital retinal
photography to provide a detailed picture of the central and peripheral retina, optic disc and macula. This allows the
optician to build up a picture of how your eyes are changing over time.
Specsavers recommends that you have an eye test every two years. However, in some circumstances, your optician might
suggest you have an eye test more frequently if you:
• have diabetes
• are aged 40 or over and have a family history of glaucoma
• are aged 70 or over

–Dame Mary Perkins will be attending CrimeFest on Sunday 12 May where she will be making a special announcement.
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AFTER THE ECLIPSE

EXIT WOUNDS

FRAN DORICOTT

E MARIE O’REGAN
Ed.
and PAUL KANE

“Not to be missed”
Lisa Lutz - NYT bestselling
author of The Passenger

OUT NOW

A brand-new anthology
by masters of the genre,
including Val McDermid
and Mark Billingham

OUT MAY

A SHROUD OF LEAVES

THE COLORADO KID

REBECCA ALEXANDER

STEPHEN KING

“One of my favorite
reads of the year”
Criminal Element
on A Baby’s Bones

“The ending comes as
a most daring shock…
I loved it.”
The Guardian

OUT JULY

OUT JULY

INVISIBLE BLOOD

THE RETREAT

Ed.. MAXIM JAKUBOWSKI

SHERRI SMITH

Featuring a new Jack
Reacher story from Lee
Child and including
Jeffery Deaver, Stella
Duffy and more

“Gives Gone Girl a
run for its money”
The Sunday Times
Crime Club
on Follow Me Down

OUT JULY

OUT AUGUST

TITANBOOKS.COM
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‘Edwards and Muller
have assembled topnotch talent in this
entertaining anthology
of 20 original short
stories… High-quality
entries from the likes
of Lee Child, Jeffery
Deaver, and Ian Rankin,
as well as from lesserknown authors such as
Bill Beverly, elevate this
above similar volumes.’

– PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

CELEBRATING A DECADE OF
CRIME FICTION AT CRIMEFEST
WITH STORIES BY BILL BEVERLY | SIMON BRETT | LEE CHILD | ANN CLEEVES | JEFFERY DEAVER
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UK: NOEXIT.CO.UK

USA: POISONEDPENPRESS.COM

Welcome
from the Co-HOSTS

Yes, we are back, and with no small thanks to Specsavers! As many of you may
recall, at the end of last year’s tenth anniversary celebrations, CrimeFest said a
grateful but sad farewell to Myles Allfrey and Liz Hatherell, two highly valued
members of our team. At the same time, our previous hotel vastly increased their
prices and reduced their meeting spaces.
However, stepping in (and up) is Dame Mary Perkins and Specsavers!
Dame Mary, a proud Bristolian and a crime fiction aficionado, together with
Specsavers, the company that she co-founded, are sponsoring the convention
for the next three years. With that support, the co-hosts hope to ensure that
CrimeFest is able to grow in its new home, the Mercure Bristol Grand Hotel, and also dramatically expand its
activities—such as public outreach, ensuring larger audiences for participating authors, as well as continued quality
events for regular and new attendees.
We would also like to highlight that the Grand, like CrimeFest’s previous hotel, is one of Bristol’s few historical
four-star hotels. Better yet, without economising on quality, the room prices are significantly lower than in previous
years!
As for our Featured Guests, we—once again—have crime fiction royalty. One of John Harvey’s many crowns
is his creation of DI Charlie Resnick, and together with his other police creation, Frank Elder, these wonderful
characters establish him as one of the masters of the British police procedural. And don’t just take our word for it,
John has a slew of awards to back this up, including the highly prestigious Diamond Dagger Award, presented by the
British Crime Writers’ Association (CWA) for outstanding contribution to crime fiction.
Then there is Agatha Raisin. Yes, she may only be royalty in her own mind, but who would dare argue the
point with M.C. Beaton’s brilliant creation? Better yet, who would brave the withering put-down Agatha would come
back with as portrayed by the wonderful Ashley Jensen! Some of her sparkling wit is due to the show’s dialogue
and, as this is a convention that honours words, we welcome Julia Gilbert, one of the scriptwriters. Joining them is
producer Barry Ryan whom we thank for the exclusive preview of Agatha Raisin and the Wizard of Evesham, the
first episode in the soon-to-be screened second season of the series.
And let’s not forget our Toastmaster, Robert Thorogood. Of course, he was our Toastmaster last year as well,
and at last year’s Gala Dinner the creator of Death in Paradise praised the convention’s community spirit—authors,
readers and others alike, and invited everyone back to check in on each other a year later. How could we not invite
him back to reprise his role? In addition to his panel where he moderates his colleagues on their works in progress,
he also appears on the closing panel curated by Vaseem Khan: looking at exploding myths of crime science versus
crime fiction.
Another guest is publisher David Brawn, whose department of Estates at HarperCollins is publishing Domino
Island, a new book by classic thriller writer Desmond Bagley more than thirty-five years after the author’s death.
(Advance copies are likely to be on sale at CrimeFest!)
Needless to say, some of our regular events are back: our Authors Remembered panel; Thursday night’s pub
quiz with Quiz Master Peter Guttridge; the CrimeFest hosted reception where the CWA announces the nominees for
their Dagger Awards; the pre-Gala Awards Dinner reception, courtesy of Joffe Books; and closing the Gala Dinner
are the presentations of the CrimeFest Awards.
We have familiar faces welcoming you to the convention, with Jenny Dunbar and Gianna Facende signing you
in as in previous years. So, especially as CrimeFest is in a new venue, we look forward to welcoming all our regular
delegates. And to the newcomers, grab a chair and join in. We’ve already forgotten that this is your first time and, by
Sunday, so will you.
– Donna Moore and Adrian Muller
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Do you know any young people trying to get into the UK Book
Trade, particularly Publishing?
It can be difficult… In fact, it can be…

Murder!
We may be able to help… direct them to www.booktradeentrysupport.org
We can offer:
• Intern Support grants
• Financial assistance through our ‘Entry into the Book Trade’ initiative –
grants to help with interview costs: travel/subsistence/accommodation
• Training course costs and
• Other essential expenses to help young people (particularly from diverse
and ‘non-traditional’ backgrounds) fulfil their dreams of joining this
wonderful, creative industry.
We are currently developing our affordable housing (flats and bedsits) for
young entrants to the trade in London, based in Whetstone, N20. We will soon
be more than doubling the number of units available and will be relaunching
the project next year (offers of financial support, gratefully received!).
We continue with our traditional work offering financial support through
regular and one-off grants, and subsidised housing, to anyone who has worked
in the UK Book Trade who find themselves in difficult personal circumstances.
For further information, or to offer your support for our work, look out for
David Hicks, who will be at CrimeFest, or email info@btbs.org

Featured Guest Author

John Harvey
By Alison Joseph

If prolific were not already a word, it would have to be invented for John
Harvey. This is a man who had written over fifty novels before he even began
his illustrious career as a crime novelist. John Harvey has put his name to
radio drama, TV plays, novels for young adults, poetry, and a long backlist
of Western novels, as well as what he is best known for—the series of novels
featuring the Nottingham-based detective Charlie Resnick, and subsequently
the Cornish Londoner Frank Elder.
He claims that all his writing has been about making a living, doing
whatever people will pay him to do. But that doesn’t do justice to the vibrancy
of his writing, the economy of his plotting, the skill of his characterisation.
John has described himself as ‘tipping some kind of stylistic hat’ towards
the classic American crime novels of Elmore Leonard, Ross Thomas and Ed
McBain; but whatever that stylistic hat is, he has made it his own. The mean
streets of New York or Detroit become Nottingham’s Old Market Square, or the A1 where it cuts through
North London. Resnick may be a bit fancy with his love of jazz but he supports Notts County. Of course he
does. And Frank Elder knows the alleyways of Kentish Town like the back of his hand, despite his retreat
to a Cornish village. John understands how the landscape of a story allows the characters to become most
fully themselves. His characters are ordinary, everyday people, and the shock of the crime emerges from
ordinary, everyday behaviours. A Harvey novel goes beyond the ghoulish details of murder to examine the
deep causes, and to meditate on the long shadows cast by a killing.
Harvey is also a poet. As a publisher of poetry, he ran Slow Dancer press. He has written for young
adults, including the recent Nick’s Blues. His radio credits include the dramatisations of the A.S. Byatt
novels. For television he has written screenplays of the works of Arnold Bennett, and more recently, he
has adapted his own novels for television too. He has also dramatised the last Resnick novel, Darkness,
Darkness, for the stage.
He has been honoured with nearly as many awards as he has had pseudonyms. The first Resnick
novel, Lonely Hearts, was published in 1989, and was named by The Times as one of the ‘100 Greatest
Crime Novels of the Century’. The first Frank Elder novel, Flesh and Blood, was awarded The Crime Writers’
Association Silver Dagger and, in 2007, John was awarded the CWA Diamond Dagger for a Lifetime’s
Contribution to the genre.
He has recently celebrated a Big Birthday. And there is something elegiac in reading his bibliography,
which names Darkness Darkness as Resnick’s last case. And then, more recently, the fourth Frank Elder
book, Body and Soul, as Elder’s last case. These two detectives may be surveying their long careers with
a melancholic shrug, or perhaps a wry smile. They may no longer be detecting—but their creator is very
much still creating. And so with them, we raise a glass in celebration of his long and extraordinary career.
– Alison Joseph is a crime writer and radio playwright. She is the creator of Sister Agnes, and author of the
Agatha Christie Investigates series.
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Order Your DVD Now With Free P&P

0800 130 3118 (quoting reference CF5/19)

www.acorndvd.com
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Featured Guests

Ashley Jensen, Julia Gilbert
and Barry RYan

By Peter Guttridge

Marion Chesney has been a phenomenon
for decades, writing more novels than most
people have hot dinners. As M.C. Beaton,
she has created both Hamish Macbeth and
the great Agatha Raisin, public relations
agent and Cotswold’s amateur sleuth, who
debuted in 1992’s Agatha Raisin and the
Quiche of Death. By 2004’s Agatha Raisin
and the Deadly Dance Agatha had set up her
own detective agency. Twenty-nine books
in, Agatha is still going strong—but now
even stronger given the popular TV series.
We’re delighted to welcome to CrimeFest three people crucial in bringing Agatha Raisin to the small
screen: actor Ashley Jensen, writer Julia Gilbert and producer Barry Ryan.
Penelope Keith has done a terrific job voicing Agatha in radio adaptations but, since the pilot—The
Quiche of Death—screened in December 2014, Ashley Jensen has really brought Agatha to endearingly
stubborn life on Sky 1. A full eight-part series followed in the summer of 2016, a second was ordered by
Acorn TV last year, and a third this year.
Ashley Jensen is a truly wonderful actor to watch. Over the years she has popped up in various crime
dramas, from early appearances in Rebus, Silent Witness and Taggart to major parts in The Reckoning,
The Legend of Barney Thomson—oh, and as a voice artist in Gnomeo & Juliet and Sherlock Gnomes. Her
performance in Ricky Gervais’s Extras deservedly won an Emmy. She more than held her own among the
strong cast of Ugly Betty; she did a nice turn in the relationship comedy-drama, Catastrophe; and excelled
in Love, Lies and Records. But she’s a perfect fit for Agatha Raisin, whom she has described as ‘a strong
forthright, independent, driven, successful woman, who is both funny and flawed, a real woman of our
time’.
Julia Gilbert trained as an actress and performed in television and theatre before switching to
screenwriting. Between 2006 and 2016 she was what’s known as a ‘core writer’ for the BBC, writing multiple
scripts for the soaps EastEnders, Casualty and Holby City. Then she wrote for Midsomer Murders and, now,
Agatha Raisin.
I know television and music producer Barry Ryan best for his long association with his friend, the
bestselling crime writer Martina Cole, with whom he made the TV series Lady Killers and shares other
business interests. Starting out with music, after a successful series of documentaries and comedies, he has
hit comedy-crime gold with Agatha Raisin. But that doesn’t mean he is sitting back—he has many projects
in hand, not the least of them being a drama about Benny Hill. Barry’s Free@LastTV company is also in the
early stages of producing First Frost, covering the early life and times of Jack Frost, one of television’s most
enduring characters; and The Charles Paris Mysteries, a crime-comedy-drama series based on the books by
Simon Brett.
Learn how popular quality television is put together in what promises to be a lively event.
– Peter Guttridge is a crime novelist and critic.

His latest novel, just out, is Swimming With The Dead.
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Toastmaster

Robert Thorogood

By Peter Guttridge

Robert Thorogood has got a wicked and intelligent sense of humour, as he
demonstrated when he acted as Toastmaster at the Bristol CrimeFest Awards
Dinner last year. Which is one of the reasons he’s back by popular demand as
Toastmaster at this year’s CrimeFest.
Another is that, last year, Robert made the serious point that the crimewriting community is a supportive community and that we should all get back
together this year to check in on each other and see what we’ve all been up to.
He’ll be doing a bit of that himself as Participating Moderator on Saturday’s
Writing The First Draft: Authors’ Secrets of Works In Progress with Simon Brett, Mick
Herron, Linda Stratmann and Sarah Ward.
Just a reminder of who Robert is, aside from an excellent Toastmaster. As
a television scriptwriter he’s the poster boy for ‘never give up’. He was thirty-nine
when, in 2011, his ‘Copper in the Caribbean’ idea (first pitched in 2008) finally
made it to the small screen as Death in Paradise. The massive shot of Vitamin D the show provides – plus a
large dose of bonhomie and sheer good fun – amid the gloom and grit of Scandi-dramas and their British and
continental European imitators has ensured its longevity. The eighth series began screening in January this year.
Robert devised the series and wrote a number of episodes but now also writes standalone Death in Paradise
novels, featuring the television series’ first detective, DI Richard Poole. Murder in the Caribbean, the fourth
mystery, was published in December 2018.
Robert went to an independent school in Rutland, Britain’s smallest county (well, except when it’s high tide
on the Isle of Wight), then studied history at Cambridge. Whilst at Cambridge he was a member of its legendary
Footlights troupe of performers – in fact, he was president of the company in 1994.
Then he set up his own theatre company where he directed and acted in, among other things, Molière’s The
Miser, alongside the wonderfully ubiquitous Oscar-winning Olivia ‘The Favourite’ Colman. He went on to sell
loads of scripts to various television and film companies but only one was broadcast on BBC Radio 4, about the
bloke who offered a big prize to anyone who could solve Fermat’s Last Theorem. And then along came Death in
Paradise.
At the moment he’s ‘showrunning’ (i.e. in charge of) an exciting new television series in South Africa based
on the wonderful Deon Meyer’s novel Trackers. It began shooting in February this year.
Oh, and one more gig he’s doing here in Bristol. He’s on the closing panel: Crime Science versus Crime
Fiction: Exploding the Myths. So let’s add ‘mythbuster’ to his ever-expanding CV.
– Peter Guttridge is a crime novelist and critic. His latest novel, just out, is Swimming With The Dead
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THE PANELlISTS
G.D. Abson developed a lifelong obsession

with Russia after studying the revolution at
school and Russian politics at university. He is
the author of Motherland, the first in a series
featuring Senior Investigator Natalya Ivanova,
an idealist battling crime and corruption
in Vladimir Putin’s Russia. Motherland was
a recommended read in The Times/Sunday
Times and a previous CWA Debut Dagger shortlister. The
second in the series, Black Wolf, will be published in May 2019.

Cathy Ace is known for her traditional

Cait Morgan Mysteries and the cosier WISE
Enquiries Agency series. Cathy’s most recent
work is the psychological suspense novel The
Wrong Boy, which has achieved #1 bestseller
status on Amazon. Welsh by birth and
upbringing, she now lives in Canada. A Bony
Blithe Award winner (Agatha’s Canadian cousin), she has also
been shortlisted for an Arthur Ellis Award. Website: www.
cathyace.com

Claire Allan is an international bestselling

author from Derry in Northern Ireland.
A former journalist, she published eight
contemporary women’s fiction titles before
turning to crime, or more specifically domestic
noir, in 2018. Her debut thriller, Her Name
Was Rose, became a USA Today bestseller. Her
second thriller, Apple of My Eye, was an Amazon bestseller and
her third thriller, Forget Me Not, will be published in May.

Sarah Armstrong is the author of The
Insect Rosary and The Devil in the Snow. Her
most recent novel, The Wolves of Leninsky
Prospekt, explores how a young embassy
wife deals with the restricted world of
Soviet Moscow, not knowing whom to trust.
Sarah’s short stories have been published in
magazines and anthologies, and she teaches undergraduate
and postgraduate Creative Writing with the Open University.
She lives in Essex with her husband and four children.

Quentin Bates escaped English suburbia
as a teenager at the end of the seventies. A
gap year in Iceland turned into a gap decade
before he returned to England with a family,
a language and a profession acquired in the
far north. The joys of writing and translating
crime novels follow almost twenty years as
a journalist on an obscure nautical trade
magazine. Website: www.graskeggur.com

Louise Beech took ten years and four

novels to get a book deal. How to Be Brave got
to #4 on Amazon and was a Guardian Readers’
Pick; Maria in the Moon was described as
‘quirky, darkly comic and heartfelt’ by the
Sunday Mirror; The Lion Tamer Who Lost
was one of the Popular Romantic Novels of
2019; Will Dean has described Call Me Star Girl as ‘twisty and
addictive’. Website: www.louisebeech.co.uk

Cara Black is the New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author of eighteen
books in the Private Investigator Aimée Leduc
series, which is set in Paris. Cara has received
multiple nominations for the Anthony and
Macavity Awards, a Washington Post Book
of the Year citation, and the Médaille de la
Ville de Paris/the Paris City Medal, which
is awarded in recognition of contributions to international
culture. Murder on the Left Bank is her latest. Website: www.
carablack.com
Rachael Blok grew up in Durham and

now lives in Hertfordshire. Her crime series
is set in the cathedral city of St Albans, where
Maarten Jansen struggles against his plainspeaking Dutch upbringing when faced with
the seemingly polite world of the picturesque
city. Under the Ice is her first novel and The
Scorched Earth is out November 2019. Follow her on Twitter at
@MsRachaelBlok. Website: www.rachaelblok.com
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C RIME F EST
Beate Boeker is a USA Today-bestselling

author whose books brim over with
mischief and humour. Her cosy mystery
series Temptation in Florence (Italy) is
indie-published in the US and traditionally
published in Germany. While ‘Boeker’ means
‘books’ in a German dialect, her first name can
be translated as ‘Happy’. . . and with a name that reads ‘Happy
Books’, what else can she do but write novels that make you
chuckle? Website: www.happybooks.de

Guy Bolton is a screenwriter and novelist

based in London. Guy's first novel, The
Pictures, was released in 2017 and shortlisted
for the CWA New Blood Award for Best Debut
Crime Novel. Critics from the Telegraph, The
Times and the Mail on Sunday listed it as one
of the top crime books of that year and it has
recently been optioned for film. His second
novel, The Syndicate, was released in October 2018. Website:
www.guybolton.com

David Brawn has been Publisher

of Estates at HarperCollins for almost
twenty-five years, managing legacy authors
including Agatha Christie, Ngaio Marsh,
Desmond Bagley, Alistair MacLean, George
MacDonald Fraser and J.R.R. Tolkien. In
2015 he relaunched the Collins Crime Club
imprint to bring classic genre books back into print, and
has commissioned continuity novels by Sophie Hannah
(Hercule Poirot), Bonnie MacBird (Sherlock Holmes), Stella
Duffy (Roderick Alleyn) and now the ‘lost’ Desmond Bagley
manuscript, Domino Island.

Simon Brett has published over a hundred

books, including the Charles Paris, Mrs
Pargeter, Fethering and Blotto & Twinks series.
His standalone, A Shock to the System, became
a feature film starring Michael Caine. Bill Nighy
plays Charles Paris in the Radio 4 adaptations
of his books. In 2014 Simon was presented with
the Crime Writers’ Association’s Diamond Dagger, and he
was made an OBE in the 2016 New Year Honours ‘for services to
literature’. Website: www.simonbrett.com

Lynn Brittney has fifty-two plays,

books (fiction and non-fiction), and foreign
translations of her books registered for PLR.
She began novel-writing in 2005 and the
first book in her Nathan Fox Elizabethan spy
trilogy was nominated for the Waterstones
and Branford Boase Prize. In 2016 she created
the Mayfair 100 series, set in WWI. The first
two books—Murder in Belgravia and A Death in Chelsea—
have been published in the UK by Mirror Books. Website:
www.lynnbrittney.com
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Alison Bruce is the author of eight

crime novels and two non-fiction titles. She
has completed seven books in the critically
acclaimed Gary Goodhew series set in
Cambridge. Her most recent release is the
standalone psychological thriller I Did It
for Us. She is currently studying Crime and
Investigation at Anglia Ruskin University,
Cambridge. Website: www.alisonbruce.com

Paul Burston is the author of six novels

including the WH Smith bestseller The Black
Path and his latest, The Closer I Get. His
journalism has appeared in the Guardian,
The Times and other publications. He is the
curator of award-winning literary salon Polari
at London’s Southbank Centre, and founder
of The Polari First Book Prize for new LGBT+ writing. Raised
in South Wales, he now divides his time between London and
Hastings. Website: www.paulburston.com

R.M. Cartmel, after retiring from

medicine, returned and dedicated himself to
his first love: writing. He is currently writing
two crime fiction series—one, featuring
delightful ‘wine and crime’ Inspector
Truchaud, mixes murder, mayhem, violence
and viticulture; the other, set in East Anglia, is
markedly different, taking the reader from a
dysfunctional present in book one to a dystopian post-Brexit
future in the second instalment, North Sea Rising. Website:
www.rmcartmelauthor.com

Will Carver burst onto the crime-writing

scene with Girl 4, the first book in the ‘edgy’
January David series. This was followed by
The Two, The Killer Inside and Dead Set. Then
he disappeared for years, only to emerge
from a pit with the darkly original domestic
noir Good Samaritans, which was selected
as a book of the year by many including
the Telegraph. He’s trying not to disappear again. Twitter: @
will_carver

Lucy Clarke is the bestselling author of
You Let Me In and four other psychological
thrillers, including The Sea Sisters, which was
a Richard and Judy Book Club pick, and The
Blue and No Escape, which have been optioned
by New Pictures. Lucy has a first-class degree
in English Literature and is a passionate
traveller and fresh air enthusiast. She writes
her novels from a beach hut on the south coast of England.
Website: www.lucy-clarke.com

C RIME F EST
Rosie Claverton is a novelist,

screenwriter, and junior psychiatrist. She
grew up in Devon, daughter to a Sri Lankan
father and a Norfolk mother, surrounded by
folk mythology and surly sheep. She moved to
Cardiff to study Medicine and adopted Wales
as her home. Her Cardiff-based Amy Lane
crime series debuted in 2014, with the latest
novel, Hard Return, in November 2018. Rosie lives with her
journalist husband and nearly new daughter. Website: www.
rosieclaverton.com

Anne Coates has worked as a staff

and freelance journalist on magazines and
newspapers as well as editing and abridging
fiction and non-fiction. Her short stories have
appeared in national magazines and she is the
author of seven non-fiction books. Published
by Urbane Publications, Dancers in the Wind, Death’s Silent
Judgement and Songs of Innocence all feature freelance
investigative journalist Hannah Weybridge. Book four in
the series will be published later this year. Website: www.
annecoatesauthor.com

Chris Collett grew up on the Norfolk

coast. After training in Liverpool as a special
needs teacher, she moved reluctantly to landlocked Birmingham to work with disabled
children and their families, which she did
for twenty-five years. Peripatetic work meant
becoming intimate with Britain’s second
city, and it was perhaps only a matter of time
before DI Tom Mariner would emerge to police its mean
streets. Website: www.chriscollettcrime.co.uk

Jane Corry writes psychological suspense

for Penguin. Her last three novels were in the
The Sunday Times Top Ten, and My Husband’s
Wife has been optioned for television by
Big Talk and Mr Mudd. Her next novel, I
Looked Away, comes out in the summer. Jane
(a former RLF Fellow) has written for most
national newspapers and magazines and was a
writer in residence for a high-security male prison. She’s also a
granny-by-the-sea. Website: www.janecorryauthor.com

M.W. Craven was born in Carlisle but

grew up in Newcastle. He joined the army at
sixteen, leaving ten years later to complete
a social work degree. Seventeen years after
taking up a probation officer role in Cumbria,
at the rank of assistant chief officer, he became
a full-time author. The Puppet Show, the first
in a two-book deal he signed with Little, Brown imprint
Constable, was released in hardback in June 2018. Website:
www.mwcraven.com

Mason Cross was born in Glasgow in
1979. He studied English at the University
of Stirling and his first novel, The Killing
Season, was published in 2014 by Orion. It was
followed by the sequels The Samaritan, The
Time to Kill, Don’t Look For Me and Presumed
Dead. 2019’s What She Saw Last Night is his first standalone
novel. He lives near Glasgow with his wife and three children.
Website: www.masoncross.net
Chris Curran writes psychological

Stephen Collier is a retired police officer

and lives in Northamptonshire with his
partner, Sarah. He published his debut crime
novel Blind Murder in 2014 and released the
sequel Driving Dead in January 2019. In those
intervening years he gained his MA in creative
crime fiction writing from University of East
Anglia and wrote his third novel, which he is currently editing.
He started writing full time this year on a fourth novel.

thrillers for HarperCollins’ Killer Reads. Her
latest is All the Little Lies. She lives in East
Sussex and works, standing up, in a room with
no view. When inspiration falters she finds
tea (Earl Grey, hot) and a bout of ironing are
very therapeutic. In breaks between writing
novels she dusts, cooks, walks by the sea and
reads—but, mostly, she reads. Website www.
chriscurranauthor.com

Alex Dahl – half-American, half-

Tana Collins is an Amazon Top Ten

bestselling author with her Inspector Jim
Carruthers series, set in the picturesque East
Neuk of Fife. The first three books in the series
have garnered legions of fans, selling copies
in excess of 100,000 worldwide and receiving
critical acclaim along the way. Tana lives in
Edinburgh. Website: www.tanacollins.com

Norwegian – was born in Oslo. She graduated
with a BA in Russian and German linguistics
with international studies and went on to
complete an MA in creative writing at Bath
Spa University, followed by an MSc in business
management at Bath University. Alex lives in south-west
London and Sandefjord. She is the author of The Boy at the
Door (2018) and The Heart Keeper (summer 2019).
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Christi Daugherty is a newspaper

reporter who began covering murders at the
age of twenty-two. She worked as a journalist
for years in cities including Savannah, Baton
Rouge, and New Orleans. She is the author of
The Echo Killing, A Beautiful Corpse, and (as
C.J. Daugherty) the bestselling Night School
series. Website: www.christidaugherty.com

Will Dean grew up in the East Midlands.

He now lives in a boggy Swedish forest and
it's from this base that he compulsively reads
and writes. He is the author of 2018 bestseller
Dark Pines, selected for the Zoe Ball Book
Club on ITV. Dark Pines was shortlisted for
the Guardian’s Not The Booker Prize and
the National Book Awards. His new Tuva
Moodyson thriller, Red Snow, is out now.

Dominick Donald followed an Oxford

Modern History degree with stints as a soldier,
lecturer, UN official and editorial writer. That
experience and a War Studies PhD led him to
political risk analysis for a large London firm,
which he left as Head of Geopolitics. Now a
freelance writer and political risk advisor, he
is married with three children and lives on
the Oxfordshire–Wiltshire border. His debut Breathe was
The Sunday Times Crime Book of the Year. Website: www.
dominickdonald.com

Fran Dorricott has an MA in Creative
Writing (Crime/Thriller) from City
University, London, where she wrote her
debut psychological thriller, After the Eclipse,
as her thesis. By day she is a bookseller for
Waterstones, where she runs the crime fiction
section. She lives in Derby with a menagerie
of needy cats and giant dogs, one of whom is bigger than
she is. When she isn’t writing she can be found tweeting @
franwritesstuff. Website: www.frandorricott.com

J.P. Delaney came back to suspense

after fifteen years writing in other genres.
His first two psychological thrillers, The
Girl Before and Believe Me, were both
Sunday Times bestsellers and have been
published around the world. His third, The
Perfect Wife, a psychological thriller that’s
also speculative fiction, is out in August. Facebook: @
jpdelaneywriter. Website: www.jpdelaney.co.uk

James Delargy was born and raised in

Ireland but has called South Africa, Australia,
Scotland, and now England his home. His
debut thriller, 55, set in Western Australia, was
published in April 2019 by Simon & Schuster
and twenty-one other international publishers.
He incorporates this diverse knowledge of towns,
cities, landscape and culture picked up on his
travels into his writing and would like to complete a roundthe-world series of novels. Website: www.jamesdelargy.com

Candy Denman spent most of her life

as an NHS nurse but now concentrates on
writing full time. She has written extensively
for television programmes such as The Bill
and Heartbeat. Having enjoyed writing both
crime and medical stories, she decided to
combine the two in her series featuring Dr
Jocasta Hughes set in Hastings. The medical stories might
come from Candy’s previous work, but the serial killer
elements come strictly from her imagination. Website:
www.candydenman.co.uk
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Jeff Dowson is a television writer/

producer/director turned crime novelist.
Screen credits include arts and entertainment
features, dramas and television films. Closing
the Distance, Changing the Odds and Cloning
the Hate feature Bristol private eye Jack
Shepherd. The latest, Bending the Rules, is
newly released. One Fight at a Time opens a new series set in
post-WWII Bristol, featuring American GI Ed Grover. Jeff
is a member of BAFTA and the Crime Writers’ Association.
Website: www.jeffdowson.co.uk

Helen H. Durrant writes gritty police

procedurals and is published by Joffe Books.
Until six years ago she hadn’t written a word;
now she has sixteen titles out there and
counting. Her novels are set in the Pennine
villages outside Manchester. Writing was a
dormant ambition—it was retirement that
gave her the opportunity to have a go. The
success of her books came as a huge surprise, now she can’t
stop! Website: www.helenhdurrant.co.uk

Ruth Dudley Edwards is an historian
and journalist. The targets of her satirical crime
novels include academia, the civil service,
the House of Lords, the Church of England,
literary prizes and political correctness. She
won CrimeFest’s Goldsboro Last Laugh Award
for Murdering Americans (2008) and Killing the Emperors
(2013), as well as the CWA Non-Fiction Gold Dagger for
Aftermath: The Omagh Bombings and The Families’ Pursuit Of
Justice (2010). Website: www.ruthdudleyedwards.com

C RIME F EST
Joy Ellis is a multiple #1 bestselling

author for Joffe Books. She has three police
procedural crime series set in the Lincolnshire
Fens. There are nine DI Nikki Galena books in
the Fen series; five in the Jackman and Evans
series; and two featuring DCI Matt Ballard. A
Jackman book, Their Lost Daughters, won her
the title of Audible’s Breakthrough Crime Author 2018, and is
now a finalist in the 2019 APA Audie Awards. Website: www.
joyellis.info

Jennie Ensor is a Londoner with Irish

heritage who began her writing career as
a journalist, winning two student awards
and covering topics from forced marriages
to mining accidents. She has tackled
controversial issues in her novels, too—
terrorism, Russian gangsters and war crimes
in her debut Blind Side (Unbound, 2016); child abuse and
sexual exploitation in her second novel The Girl In His Eyes, a
dark psychological family drama (Bloodhound Books, 2018).
Website: www.jennieensor.com

Kate Ellis was born and brought up in

Liverpool and has been shortlisted for the
CWA Short Story Dagger and the Dagger in
the Library. Kate has recently published The
Boy Who Lived with the Dead, the second in a
trilogy set in the aftermath of the Great War.
However, she is best known for her series
featuring archaeology graduate DI Wesley
Peterson, the latest of which is Dead Man’s Lane. Website:
www.kateellis.co.uk

Clare Empson worked as a journalist on

national newspapers covering everything from
collapsing merchant banks to tea with the late
Barbara Cartland. Ten years ago she moved to
the South West and founded the arts lifestyle
blog www.countrycalling.co.uk. The almost
absurdly bucolic setting inspired her debut
novel, Him, which inverts the idyll and reveals
the dark side of paradise. Her second novel, Mine, comes out
in August. Website: www.clareempson.com

Thomas Enger is the author of the
critically acclaimed Henning Juul series
(Burned, Pierced, Scarred, Cursed and Killed),
currently sold to over thirty countries. Inborn
is his first standalone. He is also working on
a three-book series with fellow Norwegian
crime writer Jørn Lier Horst. Enger composes
music as part of the duo Moods From Norway.
He lives in Oslo with his wife and two kids. Website: www.
thomasenger.com
Caroline England is a former divorce

and professional indemnity lawyer. In addition
to her short story collection, Watching
Horsepats Feed the Roses, Caroline has had
stories and poems published in a variety
of literary publications and anthologies.
Her debut novel, Beneath the Skin, was published by Avon
in October 2017. Her second novel, My Husband’s Lies,
followed in May 2018. Her new novel, Betray Her, was
published by Piatkus in March 2019. Website: www.
carolineenglandauthor.co.uk

Fiona Erskine is a professional engineer

based in Teesside but travelling internationally.
As a female engineer, she is often the lone
representative of her gender in board meetings,
cargo ships, night-time factories and oil
terminals, and her fiction offers an insight
into this traditionally male world. She is
passionate about music and outdoor swimming, though not
generally at the same time. The Chemical Detective is her
debut thriller and published by Point Blank. Website: www.
thechemicaldetective.com

Barry Faulkner was born into a family of

petty criminals in Herne Hill, South London.
His father, uncles and older siblings ran with
the Richardson crime family. Barry did not
follow in that family tradition although the
characters he met, and their escapades he
witnessed, have added a certain authenticity
to his books. He has eight DCS Palmer Serial Murder Squad
books out so far and a sixties crime blog. Website: www.
geezers2016.wordpress.com

J.D. Fennell was born and raised in

Belfast. He loves reading and is the author of
the action thriller Sleeper series, which has
been listed for three awards. J.D. has had a
long career in writing for corporates: ‘It’s all
about telling a story'. He has also played rugby
for Brighton and when he’s not writing, he’s
learning to box. He is currently writing a
new crime series set in Central London. Website: www.
sleeperbook.com

Stuart Field was born in the West
Midlands. He spent his early years in the army,
and now works for a security firm in Germany.
The first of his John Steel thriller series was
published by Crime Scene Books in 2018. The
second instalment appears in September 2019.
He is currently also working on a standalone
thriller with a very different flavour.
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Mick Finlay was born in Glasgow and

grew up in Canada and England. He now
divides his time between Brighton and
Cambridge, where he works in a Psychology
Department. Before becoming an academic, he
ran a market stall on Portobello Road, and has
worked as a tent-hand in a travelling circus, a
butcher’s boy, a hotel porter, and in the NHS
and social services. Arrowood and The Murder Pit are set in
1890s London. Website: www.arrowoodlondon.wordpress.com

Helen FitzGerald is the bestselling

author of adult and young adult thrillers,
including The Donor (2011) and The
Cry (2013), which was longlisted for the
Theakstons Old Peculier Crime Novel of
the Year, and is now a major drama for
BBC1. Helen worked as a criminal justice
social worker for over fifteen years. She grew up in Victoria,
Australia. She now lives in Glasgow with her husband.

Sarah Flint is the author of the bestselling
DC Charlotte Stafford series, her first novel
Mummy’s Favourite reaching the top ten on
Amazon UK. Sarah has lived in South London
all her life and served thirty-five years in the
Metropolitan Police, working proactively with
the victims and perpetrators of violent crimes.
She retired two years ago and now writes full-time. Her books
are based in London and have been described as ‘gritty and
authentic’.
Lynn Florkiewicz writes cosy crime

novels featuring Lord James Harrington.
Amazon #1 bestseller and recipient of an
Audio Magazine Earphone Award, she left
school with nothing except a love of books
and her imagination. A folk-singer/guitarist
since 1974, Lynn weaves English customs and
folklore alongside her mysteries and is delighted when readers
voice their desire to live in her fictional village. She lives in
Cornwall where writing is weather-dependent. ‘The beach
always beckons.’ Website: www.lordjamesharrington.com

Barry Forshaw is one of the UK’s leading

experts on crime fiction and film. Books
include Crime Fiction: A Reader’s Guide,
Nordic Noir, Italian Cinema, American Noir
and British Crime Film. Other work: Sex
and Film, British Gothic Cinema, Euro Noir,
Historical Noir, BFI War of the Worlds and
the CrimeFest Keating Award-winners British
Crime Writing Encyclopedia and Brit Noir. He writes for
various newspapers, contributes Blu-ray extras, broadcasts,
chairs events and edits Crime Time. Website: www.
crimetime.co.uk

Felix Francis took over writing the ‘Dick
Francis’ novels from his father. He has recently
finished Guilty Not Guilty, which will be
published in September 2019. It will be his
fourteenth novel. Felix lives in Oxfordshire
with his wife, Debbie, and three dogs. A keen
cricket supporter, he is a member of MCC
and the Lord’s Taverners, as well as of the Crime Writers’
Association, the International Thriller Writers, the Detection
Club and The Garrick. Website: www.felixfrancis.com
Charlie Gallagher has been a serving
UK police officer for ten years. During that
time he has had many roles, starting as a
front-line response officer, then a member
of a specialist tactical team and is currently
a detective investigating serious offences.
Charlie is the author of four Lanthorne police
procedurals. His new series features DS Maddie Ives. Website:
www.writercharliegallagher.com
Valentina ‘V.M.’ Giambanco worked

in film editing for many years and is a 35mm
cutting-room vet and a film nerd. Her Homicide
Detective Alice Madison series, published by
Quercus in the UK and in the US, is set in Seattle
and in the wilderness of the Pacific Northwest.
The series, including the latest book, Sweet After
Death, has been optioned by Company Pictures.
Valentina lives in London because she loves the British weather.
Website: www.valentinagiambanco.com

Julia Gilbert see appreciation on page 11
M.J. Ford is the author of two crime novels

set in Oxford (Hold My Hand and Keep Her
Close), featuring Thames Valley detective
Jo Masters, as well as numerous books for
children. He also works as a commissioning
editor and story creator across genres and
age groups at the transatlantic book packager
Working Partners. He lives with his family in
the north of England, on the edge of the Peak District.

Paul Gitsham is a former research

biologist who now writes alongside his day
job as a secondary school science teacher.
Along the way, Paul spent time working for a
major high street bank, ensuring that banned
individuals, such as international terrorists
and other ne’er-do-wells, weren’t squirrelling
their ill-gotten gains into child trust funds. The upcoming
Forgive Me Father will be the eighth entry in the DCI
Warren Jones series, with more underway. Website: www.
paulgitsham.com
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Melanie Golding has been employed

in many occupations including farmhand,
factory worker, child minder and music
teacher. Throughout all this, because and in
spite of it, there was always the writing. Her
first novel, Little Darlings, is published by HQ
in the UK in May 2019, and by HarperCollins
Canada and Crooked Lane Books US. Little Darlings has
been optioned for screen by Free Range Films, the team
behind the adaptation of My Cousin Rachel. Website: www.
melaniegolding.com

Dolores Gordon-Smith is the author

of the Jack Haldean murder mystery series
set in 1920s England, the latest of which is
The Forgotten Murder, published by Severn
House, and two WW1 spy thrillers, Frankie’s
Letter and The Price of Silence. Married with
five daughters and various dogs and cats,
Dolores has been a teacher, a civil servant and
a shaker-out of Christmas puddings in a jam factory. Website:
www.doloresgordon-smith.co.uk

Elly Griffiths is the author of the

bestselling Ruth Galloway mysteries and the
Stephens and Mephisto books. The eleventh
Ruth book, The Stone Circle, was published
in February 2019 and was a Sunday Times
bestseller. Elly’s standalone novel, The Stranger
Diaries, was The Times Crime Novel of the
Year and her first children’s book, A Girl
Called Justice, will be published in May 2019. Elly was awarded
the CWA Dagger in the Library in 2016. Website: www.
ellygriffiths.co.uk

Johana Gustawsson was born in
Marseille, France. She has a degree in Political
Science and worked as a journalist for French
and Spanish press and television. Her critically
acclaimed Roy & Castells series, including
Block 46, Keeper and Blood Song (September
2019), is now published in twenty countries.
A television adaptation is currently underway
in a French, Swedish and UK co-production. Johana lives
in London with her Swedish husband and their three sons.
Website: www.johanagustawsson.com/en/

Peter Guttridge is the author of six

comic and seven non-comic crime novels.
The sixth in his Brighton series, Swimming
With the Dead, is just out. The seventh,
The Lady of The Lake, will be published
in November this year. He also writes
short stories for various anthologies,
including CrimeFest’s Ten Year Stretch. Website: www.
peterguttridge.com

Lisa Hall loves words, reading, and all

things bookish. She has dreamed of being a
writer since she was a little girl and is now
the #1 bestselling author of Between You and
Me, Tell Me No Lies, The Party and Have You
Seen Her. Lisa lives in a small village in Kent,
surrounded by her towering TBR pile, a rather
large brood of children, dogs, chickens and ponies, and her
long-suffering husband. Website: www.lisahallauthor.co.uk

Paul E. Hardisty has spent twenty-five

years working all over the world as an engineer
and environmental scientist, much of it in
conflict zones. His first novel in the Claymore
Straker series, The Abrupt Physics of Dying,
was shortlisted for the CWA John Creasey
(New Blood) Dagger. His life is a bit quieter
now: living on the Great Barrier Reef as CEO
of the Australian Institute of Marine Science, working to save
the world’s coral reefs.

Indrek Hargla, a freelance author

since 1999, has won seventeen Estonian SF
awards and published over twenty novels.
Domestically and internationally he is
better known as a writer of medieval crime
fiction. The books, featuring fifteenth-century
apothecary Melchior, have been translated
into six languages. Hargla has received
international awards, including the Honorary Medal of
Caunes-Minervois (France), and also many Estonian literary
awards. He has written several stage plays and screenplays for
television series.

John Harvey see appreciation on page 9
Alis Hawkins’s Teifi Valley Coroner series,

featuring blind investigator Harry ProbertLloyd and his chippy assistant John Davies,
is set in her native Cardiganshire. The series
opener, None So Blind—described by Phil
Rickman as ‘the most interesting historical
crime creation of the year’—has intrigued
festival audiences and readers alike. To launch
the second in the series, In Two Minds, and to celebrate
Welsh-set crime, Alis is spending May 2019 touring Wales’s
independent bookshops. Website: www.alishawkins.co.uk
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Mick Herron’s novels include the Gold

and Steel Dagger-winning Jackson Lamb
series. His work has been nominated for the
Theakstons, Macavity, Barry and Shamus
awards, and he is a two-time winner of the
CrimeFest Last Laugh Award. His latest
publication is the standalone thriller This Is
What Happened. He lives in Oxford and writes
full-time. Website: www.mickherron.com

Sarah Hilary’s debut, Someone Else's Skin,

won the Theakstons Crime Novel of the Year
2015 and was a World Book Night selection
for 2016. The Observer’s Book of the Month
(‘superbly disturbing’) and a Richard and Judy
Book Club bestseller, it has been published worldwide. No
Other Darkness, the second in the series, was shortlisted for a
Barry Award in the US. Come and Find Me is the latest in the
Marnie Rome series. Website: www.sarahhilary.com

Jørn Lier Horst has, with his award-

winning novels about William Wisting, joined
the elite of Nordic crime fiction writers.
Having worked as a head of investigations
before becoming a full-time author, Horst
brings a unique brand of suspense and realism
to the table. The saga of Inspector Wisting is
translated into over thirty languages and has been adapted
into a major drama series. The Katharina Code is his seventh
book translated into English. Website: www.jlhorst.com

Cara Hunter is the author of Sunday
Times bestselling crime novels Close to Home
and In the Dark, featuring DI Adam Fawley
and his Oxford-based police team. Close to
Home was a Richard and Judy Book Club pick,
and Cara’s novels have sold more than 600,000
copies worldwide. No Way Out and All The
Rage are published this year. Cara Hunter lives
in Oxford, on a street not unlike those featured in her books.

Olivia Isaac-Henry, in addition

to writing novels, is a crime drama lover,
occasional keyboard player, and backing
vocalist in the band 'The Protaganist'. She
grew up in Worcestershire but now lives
in London, where she loves the theatres,
food markets and festivals. Facebook: www.
facebook.com/oisaachenry

Anja de Jager is Dutch but lives in
London. She draws inspiration from cases that
her father, a retired police detective, worked on
in the Netherlands. The first book in her Lotte
Meerman series, A Cold Death in Amsterdam,
was picked by The Times as one of their Crime
Novels of the Year. Anja worked in the City
for twenty years but is now a full-time writer. She's currently
working on her fifth novel. Website: www.anjadejager.com
Amanda Jennings writes dark

contemporary fiction—set mostly in
Cornwall—published in the UK and in
translation. In Her Wake was a WH Smith
Fresh Talent selection. The Cliff House
came out in hardback in 2018 with the
paperback out soon. Amanda is a regular
guest on BBC Berkshire Book Club. She lives in Oxfordshire
with her husband, three daughters, and menagerie of
pets. She is currently writing her fifth book. Website: www.
amandajennings.co.uk

Ashley Jensen see appreciation on page 11
Alison Joseph is a crime writer and

award-winning radio dramatist. After a career
in television documentaries, she began writing
full-time with the first of the Sister Agnes
series of crime novels. She is also the author of
a series featuring a fictional Agatha Christie
as a detective. She is currently working on a
standalone thriller about genetics. Alison was Chair of the
Crime Writers’ Association 2013-2015, and is a member of
Killer Women. Website: www.alisonjoseph.com

Claire Kendal's first novel was The Book

of You. Published in 2014 and translated into
two dozen languages, it was a Sunday Times
bestseller and a Richard and Judy Book Club
pick. The Second Sister was published in 2017.
Claire’s third novel, I Spy, will be published
in August 2019, and splices psychological
suspense with espionage. Claire teaches
English Literature and Creative Writing, and lives in the south
west of England with her family.

Jake Kerridge is a journalist and critic

who has been the crime fiction reviewer of the
Daily Telegraph since 2005. He has interviewed
many of the world’s leading crime and thriller
writers, from P.D. James to Elmore Leonard,
and enjoys meeting the crime stars of the
future in the annual Debut Authors panels at
CrimeFest.
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Vaseem Khan writes the Baby Ganesh

Detective Agency series featuring Indian
detective Ashwin Chopra and his baby
elephant sidekick. Translated into twelve
languages, The Unexpected Inheritance of
Inspector Chopra was a Times bestseller. His
books explore realities of life in a country
transformed by global change. Vaseem was
born in London, but spent his twenties in India. Since 2006
he has worked at University College London’s Jill Dando
Institute of Security and Crime Science. Website: www.
vaseemkhan.com

Olivia Kiernan is an Irish writer. In

a previous life, she completed a diploma
in anatomy and physiology then a BSc in
Chiropractic before she succumbed to the
creative itch and embarked on an MA in
Creative Writing. In 2015, she began writing
Too Close to Breathe, a crime thriller that
was published in 2018 and features Dublin detective Frankie
Sheehan. The second in the series, The Killer in Me, was
published April 2019. Website: www.oliviakiernan.com

Danuta Kot lives in post-industrial
Yorkshire, a modern, urban society faced
with poverty and social breakdown which
form the background to Life Ruins, set on
the East Yorkshire coast in winter among the
empty tourist sites and the abandoned railway
tunnels and mines. Someone is preying on
the vulnerable young people who have been
moved into the area for cheap accommodation. Kay, Becca
and Jared are drawn into this maelstrom and struggle to
survive. Website: www.danutakot.com
Janet Laurence’s A Fatal Freedom,

published by Mystery Press, is the second in
her Ursula Grandison Edwardian mystery
series. She is currently finishing the third. Her
Darina Lisle culinary mysteries and Canaletto
historical crime series are now available from
Amazon. She is also the author of Writing
Crime Fiction—Making Crime Pay, published by Aber. She
runs crime writing workshops and is currently Chairman of
the CWA International Dagger judging panel.

John Lawton writes historical novels

T.E. Kinsey (Tim) was born in the 1960s.

He grew up in London in the 1970s and
went to university in Bristol in the 1980s. He
worked in magazines in the 1990s, and for
IMDb in the 2000s. He still lives near Bristol.
At the moment he’s mostly responsible for
the popular historical cosy series The Lady
Hardcastle Mysteries (Thomas & Mercer) but
he does occasionally play the drums. Website: www.tekinsey.uk

featuring Frederick Troy and Joe Wilderness.
There’ve been about a dozen so far, spanning
1935 to 1965. John thinks time should have
stopped in 1966 as everything since seems to
be the work of Satan, Margaret Thatcher or
Kenny Everett. He particularly dislikes cell
phones, social media and instant coffee. His
favourite word is ‘shed’. His cat is called Tosca. His next novel
will be Hammer to Fall, in March 2020.

John Lincoln is the transparent

Carolyn Kirby—originally from

Sunderland—studied history at St Hilda’s
College, Oxford before working in social
housing and then as a teacher. Her debut novel
The Conviction of Cora Burns is a dark journey
through Victorian Birmingham that questions
whether the roots of violence lie in our hearts
or in our scars. For more information about the historical
background to the novel, as well as details of Carolyn’s other
speaking events, please go to her website: www.carolynkirby.com

pseudonym of John Williams, the novelist,
biographer and crime fiction reviewer for
the Mail on Sunday. His books include Into
the Badlands, about American crime fiction
(‘Into the Badlands opened up the world
of American crime fiction for me and a
generation’ – David Peace), a classic account of
a miscarriage of justice, Bloody Valentine, the Cardiff Trilogy of
novels and several biographies. Website: www.johnlwilliams.co.uk

Douglas Lindsay was born in Scotland

Emily Koch is an award-winning

journalist and author, whose debut novel If
I Die Before I Wake was shortlisted for the
CWA Ian Fleming Steel Dagger award. She
lives in Bristol with her husband and daughter.
Website: www.emilykoch.co.uk
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in 1964, and now lives in Somerset. He has
written over twenty books, including the
Barney Thomson barbershop series, and
the DS Hutton crime novels. His first book,
The Long Midnight of Barney Thomson, was
released as a motion picture in 2015, starring
Robert Carlyle, Emma Thompson and Ray
Winstone. 2019 sees the publication of the
first three titles in the DI Westphall series, published by
Mulholland. Website: www.douglaslindsay.com

C RIME F EST
H.B. Lyle is a novelist and screenwriter. He

is the author of The Irregular (2017 – a Daily
Telegraph Thriller of the Year) and The Red
Ribbon (2018 – a Financial Times Thriller of
the Year). He is currently adapting The Irregular
into a television series for See-Saw (The King’s
Speech, Top of the Lake) with director Saul Dibb
(Journey’s End, The Duchess). Prior to becoming a writer, he
worked in the film industry for twenty years.

Bonnie MacBird writes Sherlock Holmes

novels for HarperCollins. Holmes and Watson
are young men in her series, which features
complex mysteries along with a glimpse into
the enigma of Holmes himself. Art in the
Blood highlights the artistic temperament;
Unquiet Spirits reflects dealing with ghosts
of one’s past; The Devil’s Due, coming soon,
examines the complex nature of good and evil. Previously
Bonnie was a screenwriter, producer and actor in LA. She now
lives in London. Website: www.macbird.com

Ruth Mancini is a practising criminal

defence lawyer who has spent the past twenty
years in and out of courts and police stations,
representing those accused of crimes. She
has drawn heavily on her own experience in
writing her debut legal thriller In the Blood. In
the Blood is a Sunday Times Crime Club pick
and a top ten Amazon bestseller.

Louise Mangos is a writer and artist. Her

debut psychological thriller Strangers on a
Bridge was published by the HarperCollins
imprint HQ Digital in July 2018. Her second
novel, The Art of Deception, will be published
in summer 2019. Louise lives on a Swiss Alp
with her Kiwi husband and two sons. You
can find her on Facebook and Twitter @LouiseMangos. For
links to some of her short fiction, visit her website: www.
louisemangos.com

J.A. Marley was born in Belfast, Northern

Niki Mackay studied Performing Arts

at the BRIT School, and it turned out she
wasn’t very good at acting but quite liked
writing scripts. She holds a BA (Hons) in
English Literature and Drama and won a full
scholarship for her MA in Journalism. Her
debut novel, I, Witness, was released in April
2018. Her second novel, The Lies We Tell, came out in March
2019. Website: www.nikimackay.com

Ireland. Following early success as a film
journalist and radio broadcaster in his
homeland, he embarked on an accomplished
career in television in London. An avid film
fan, John is addicted to crime and mystery
thrillers and is passionate about walking his
two dogs, discovering new music and travel. Website: www.
jamarley.com

Mel McGrath is an award-winning and

Gilly Macmillan is the New York
Times bestselling author of What She Knew
(previously published as Burnt Paper Sky), The
Perfect Girl, Odd Child Out and I Know You
Know. The Nanny will be published in June
2019. Gilly’s books have been translated into
over twenty languages and have also appeared
on the Globe & Mail and Der Spiegel bestseller lists. She lives
in Bristol and is currently working on her sixth novel. Website:
www.gillymacmillan.com
Michael J. Malone is a former butcher’s

delivery boy, bank worker, bookseller, and
publisher’s rep. He has had ten books and
over two hundred poems published. His latest
novel, After He Died, is published by Orenda
Books. Website: www.mjm-ink.com

bestselling author of fiction and non-fiction.
As M.J. McGrath she wrote the Edie Kiglatuk
series of Arctic mysteries, currently being
developed for television in the USA. As Mel
McGrath she writes psychological thrillers. Her books have
been Times and Financial Times picks of the year and twice
longlisted for the CWA Gold Dagger. She is the cofounder of
Killer Women. Her latest is The Guilty Party.

Dr Georgina Meakin is an Associate

Professor at the UCL Jill Dando Institute
of Security and Crime Science. Having
previously practised as a forensic scientist,
Georgina researches how trace DNA transfers
and persists, and provides advice on DNA
evidence in cases in the UK and abroad.
Georgina teaches on UCL’s Crime and Forensic Science
MSc programme and contributes to various media activities,
such as re-examining the forensic evidence on the BBC2
documentary The Chillenden Murders. Website: www.tinyurl.
com/y2fdcwe9
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Syd Moore is the author of the Essex Witch
Museum mysteries: Strange Magic, Strange
Sight, Strange Fascination, Strange Casebook,
Strange Tombs (OneWorld), The Drowning
Pool and Witch Hunt (Avon). She has worked
extensively in publishing and education and
presented Channel 4’s book programme, Pulp.
Syd is a feminist and activist and founded The Essex Girls
Liberation Front. In 2017 she was appointed UK ambassador
for DINNødhjælp, the charity which works with Nigerian
‘witch’ children. Website: www.sydmoore.com
Steve Mosby is the author of ten acclaimed

and widely translated psychological thrillers.
In 2012, he won the CWA Dagger in the
Library for his body of work. His latest book is
You Can Run. Website: www.theleftroom.co.uk

Elizabeth Mundy’s grandmother was a

Hungarian immigrant to America who raised
five children on a chicken farm in Indiana.
Elizabeth is a marketing director for an
investment firm and lives in London with her
messy husband and two young children. She
writes the Lena Szarka Mysteries, featuring a
Hungarian cleaner as detective. The second
in the series, A Clean Canvas, came out in January this year
—four days after her second baby was born. Website: www.
elizabethmundy.com

Sharan Newman is a medieval historian
who prefers writing fiction to footnotes. She
is the author of the Catherine Levendeur
mystery series, set in twelfth-century France,
and an Arthurian trilogy on Guinevere.
Recently, lured by money, she has published
on The Da Vinci Code, the Templars and the
end of the world. The most recent book is a biography of
Melisende, the twelfth-century queen of Jerusalem. She now
lives in Ireland. Website: www.sharannewman.com

Samantha Norman is a journalist and

author of two historical novels: Winter Siege
with Ariana Franklin and a second novel, to
be published soon. She lives in west London
with her sons Harry and Charlie.

Judith O’Reilly is author of the debut

action adventure thriller Killing State. (Book
two in the series, Curse the Day, follows later
this year.) Her non-fiction books include
Wife in the North, (a top-three Sunday Times
bestseller and BBC Radio 4 Book of the Week)
and A Year of Doing Good. Judith is a former
journalist with the Sunday Times and former
political producer with BBC 2’s Newsnight and ITN’s Channel
4 News. Website: www.judithoreilly.com

David Penny is the author of the Thomas

Peter Murphy has published six legal

thrillers in the Ben Schroeder series about a
barrister in 1960s and 1970s London: A Higher
Duty; A Matter for the Jury; And is There Honey
Still For Tea?; The Heirs of Owain Glyndwr;
Calling Down the Storm; and One Law For the
Rest of Us. He has also written humorous short
stories based on his experience as a judge:
Walden of Bermondsey and Judge Walden: Back in Session.
Website: www.petermurphyauthor.co.uk

Berrington historical mysteries set in the
chaotic final years of Moorish al-Andalus
in Spain. He started writing again after a
lapse of almost forty years. After being
traditionally published in his twenties with
four science fiction novels, he chose to
publish independently on his return to
writing. David’s work is available in eBook, print and
audio, as well as translated into Spanish. Website: www.
davidpennywriting.com

Marcelle Perks is a film journalist

Barbara Nadel writes two crime fiction

series: the Istanbul-based Cetin Ikmen books
(latest book is Incorruptible), and the Hakim
and Arnold novels set in East London (latest
book is Displaced). In 2005 she won the CWA
Silver Dagger for Deadly Web. She writes sagas
as Mary Collins and also mentors new writers
for the London Borough of Barking and Dagenham. She is
married with one son and a grandson and is owned by cats.
Twitter @BarbaraNadel

specialising in horror. Her debut thriller
novel Night Driver was published by Urbane
Publications in 2018. Her short fiction was
published in the collection Bare Souls by Xcite
Press. No stranger to taboo subjects, she wrote
the non-fiction guides Incredible Orgasms, The
User’s Guide to the Rabbit and Secrets of Porn
Star Sex. She was born in the West Midlands but has lived in
Hanover, Germany since 2001. Website: www.marcelleperks.com
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Anthony J. Quinn is the author of eight

novels. His debut novel Disappeared was
shortlisted for a Strand Literary Award in
the United States, and was listed by Kirkus
Reviews as one of the top ten thrillers of 2012.
Following its UK publication, it was a Daily
Mail Crime Novel of the Year, and was also
picked by The Times as one of the best novels
of the year. Website: www.anthonyjquinnwriter.com

Caro Ramsay—when not killing people

Crazy about crime fiction?

Logo

Then don’t miss crime club,

ogo

a monthly newsletter devoted to

in fiction, playing Miss Luvibod in the Carry
On Sleuthing plays or messing around with
Mathilda the Staffie—treats the odd patient
by sticking needles in them or pulling their
bones around. 2019 sees the publication of
book ten in the Anderson and Costello series,
The Suffering Of Strangers (paperback June) and a standalone
called Mosaic (hardback June). Caro has an embalming tank
named after her. Website: www.caroramsay.com

all that’s best and new in the world
of crime and thriller fiction.
Sign up at thetimes.co.uk/crimeclub

Danielle Ramsay is author of five DI Jack

Brady books and the DS Harri Jacobs thriller
The Last Cut, which was described by Martina
Cole as: ‘A really cracking good read!’ She was
shortlisted for the CWA Debut Dagger in 2009
and 2010. In 2011 she was a Read Regional
Author. Danielle is the Patron of the charity SomeOne Cares
which counsels survivors of domestic violence, rape and child
abuse. Website: www.danielle-ramsay.com

Kate Rhodes is the bestselling author of

econdary Logo

the Hell Bay series, set in the Isles of Scilly,
which has been optioned for television. Her
acclaimed Alice Quentin series features a
forensic psychologist employed by London’s
Metropolitan police. She has had many lives as
an English teacher, an usherette and a cocktail
waitress. Website: www.katerhodeswriter.com

Mike Ripley appeared on the crime scene

thirty-one years ago with his award-winning
Angel comedy thrillers. He has been a crime
critic for the Daily Telegraph and a scriptwriter
on Lovejoy. As editor for Ostara he has
republished almost a hundred out-of-print
crime novels. His ‘reader’s history’ of British
thrillers, Kiss Kiss Bang Bang, won CrimeFest’s
2018 H.R.F. Keating Award for non-fiction. He is currently
the ‘continuation’ author for Margery Allingham’s Golden Age
hero Albert Campion. Website: www.shotsmag.co.uk
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L.F. Robertson, author of Two Lost

Boys, Madman Walking and Next of Kin, is a
lawyer. Like her protagonist, Janet Moodie,
she works on death penalty appeals and tends
a struggling garden and orchard. She lives in
San Luis Obispo, an unremittingly mellow
town in California, and when not maturing
felonious plans, she studies Mandarin, sings in a local chorus,
and plays the Irish flute and concertina, to the endless distress
of her dog. Website: www.lfrobertson.net

Amanda Robson worked in medical

research before becoming a stay-at-home
mother. Now that her sons have fled the
nest, she lives in London and Wales, with her
dog, cats and lawyer husband. She attended
Faber Academy’s 2011 Writing a Novel
course, and writes psychological thrillers full
time. Her debut novel Obsession was a #1
ebook bestseller, and her second novel Guilt a Sunday Times
bestseller. Envy was released in April 2019. Website: www.
amandarobson.co.uk

Jacqui Rose is from South Yorkshire. She

first came to appreciate the power of the
written word when she charged her classmates
a packet of sherbet dips to write their essays
for them. After leaving school she trained as an actress,
working in both television and theatre. Jacqui wrote and
performed stand-up comedy and although this was short-lived
it inspired her to start writing her first book. She is the author
of eleven novels.

Leigh Russell’s Geraldine Steel series

has sold over a million books and has been
translated across Europe and in China. Leigh’s
latest title is Rogue Killer. Leigh has been
shortlisted for two CWA Dagger Awards, and
has twice been a finalist for the People’s Book
Prize. She serves on the board of the Crime
Writers’ Association, co-ordinates the Criminal
Critiques service, and chairs the Debut Dagger judges. She is a
Royal Literary Fellow. Website: www.leighrussell.co.uk

Barry Ryan see appreciation on page 11

Vanessa Savage has twice been awarded

a Writers’ Bursary by Literature Wales, most
recently for The Woman in the Dark. She won
the Myriad Editions First Crimes competition
and her work has been highly commended
in the Yeovil International Fiction Prize,
shortlisted for the Harry Bowling Prize
and the Caledonia Fiction Prize and longlisted for the
Bath Novel Award. Vanessa lives by the sea in South Wales
with her husband and two daughters. Website: www.
vanessasavage.co.uk

Cavan Scott is the author of two Sherlock

Holmes novels published by Titan Books,
The Patchwork Devil (2016) and Cry of the
Innocents (2017), as well as a number of
Holmesian short stories. When he is not
composing further adventures for the Great
Detective, Cavan writes for such popular
franchises as Star Wars, Doctor Who, Ghostbusters, Pacific Rim
and more. Website: www.cavanscott.com

Victoria Selman’s first novel, Blood for

Blood, was shortlisted for the 2017 Debut
Dagger Award and is a Kindle #1 bestseller.
She has also written for the Daily Express and
Independent newspapers and in 2013 she won
the Full Stop Short Story Prize. Victoria cohosts the podcast Crime Girl Gang in which
three crime writers examine real-life cold cases then solve
them from a fictional perspective. Follow her on Twitter @
VictoriaSelman. Website: www.victoriaselmanauthor.com

Zoë Sharp has sailed in the Atlantic in

near-hurricane conditions, hung out of moving
cars for a living, was a competition shooter,
and once took part in a rodeo. Lee Child said,
‘If I were a woman, I’d be Zoë Sharp, and if Jack
Reacher were a woman, he’d be Zoë’s main
character, Charlie Fox.’ Get the new series
prequel, Trial Under Fire, FREE when you sign up to Zoë’s
email list. Website: www.zoesharp.com

Alex Shaw spent the late 1990s in Ukraine,

teaching drama and running his business
consultancy before joining Siemens to conduct
business across the former USSR, the Middle
East, and Africa. Alex is a full ITW and CWA
member. His Aidan Snow thrillers Cold Blood,
Cold Black and Cold East are published by
HarperCollins UK in English and Luzifer
Verlag in German. Alex and his family divide their time
between homes in Ukraine, England and Qatar. Website: www.
alexwshaw.co.uk
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William Shaw’s electrifying new book

Deadland is published this month, the second
in a new series starring DS Alex Cupidi.
Hailed as ‘one of the great rising talents of UK
crime fiction’ by Peter James and ‘a modern
crime master’ by the Sun, he’s been longlisted
for the Theakstons Crime Novel of the Year,
shortlisted for the CWA Historical Dagger and
nominated for a Barry Award. The Alex Cupidi novels are set
in Dungeness, Kent. Website: www. williamshaw.com

Jane Shemilt is the bestselling author

of psychological thrillers Daughter, The
Drowning Lesson and How Far We Fall.
Having given up general practice to write,
she completed Daughter during an MA in
Creative Writing (Bath Spa); Daughter became
a Richard and Judy Pick, was nominated for an
Edgar award and became the fastest selling debut of 2014. Her
latest, Little Friends, publishes in Spring 2020 (Penguin UK)
and Autumn 2019 as The Playground (HarperCollins US).

Laura Shepherd-Robinson was born

in Bristol in 1976. She has a BSc in Politics
from the University of Bristol and an MSc
in Political Theory from the London School
of Economics. Laura worked in politics for
nearly twenty years before re-entering normal
life to complete an MA in Creative Writing
at City University. She lives in London with her husband,
Adrian. Blood & Sugar is her first novel. Website: www.
laurashepherdrobinson.com

Jeffrey Siger was a Wall Street lawyer and

name partner in his own NYC law firm who
gave it all up to live on Mykonos and write
Greece-based thrillers. The New York Times
selected Jeff as Greece’s thriller novelist of
record, the Greek Government called his
series a guide to Greece, Library Journal
picked An Aegean April as one of the best books of 2018,
and he’s received Barry and Left Coast Crime Best Novel
nominations. Website: www.jeffreysiger.com

Abi Silver draws on her years of experience

as a lawyer to craft her legal thrillers. Set in
London, they feature the partnership of Judith
Burton and Constance Lamb, brought together
in The Pinocchio Brief to defend a boy on trial
for murdering his teacher. They reunite in
The Aladdin Trial, supporting a Syrian cleaner
accused of killing an elderly artist. Website:
www.abisilver.co.uk

C.J. Skuse—author of adult crime novels

Sweetpea and In Bloom and the YA books
Pretty Bad Things, Rockoholic, Dead Romantic,
Monster and The Deviants—was born in 1980
in Weston-super-Mare. She has two first class
degrees in Creative Writing and, aside from
writing, works as a Senior Lecturer at Bath Spa
University. Sweetpea is currently in development with See
Saw Films. C.J.’s next adult thriller, The Alibi Girl, will be
released in September 2019. Website: www.cjskusebooks.
wixsite.com/cjskuse

Jo Spain is the author of the bestselling DCI

Tom Reynolds series and standalone thrillers
The Confession and Dirty Little Secrets. Her
first novel was shortlisted in the Richard and
Judy Search for a Bestseller competition. A
screenwriter also, Jo created and co-wrote
the critically acclaimed, groundbreaking RTÉ
TV crime series Taken Down and is currently working on two
more European dramas. Jo lives in Dublin with her husband
and four young children.

Gunnar Staalesen is from Bergen,

Norway. His PI Varg Veum series is published
in twenty-four countries, has sold over four
million copies, and has spawned twelve film
adaptations. He has won three Golden Pistols,
including the Prize of Honour. He won the
Petrona Prize 2017 for Where Roses Never Die.
Wolves at the Door (2019, translated by Don Bartlett) is the
fifth book in the series published by Orenda Books, his tenth
in UK. Website: www.vargveum.no

Yrsa Sigurðardóttir is a crime writer

from Iceland. If she was a poet she would not
be at Crimefest. She will never be an astronaut
because there is no smoking allowed on
spaceships and astronaut shoes are ugly.
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Michael Stanley is writing duo Stanley

Trollip and Michael Sears. Their mystery
novels featuring Detective Kubu are set in
Botswana. The third – Death of the Mantis –
won a Barry Award and was an Edgar finalist.
Their fourth, Deadly Harvest, was a finalist for
an International Thriller Writers award. Their
sixth mystery, Dying to Live, was released in
2016. A standalone thriller, Dead of Night, was released in
2018. Stanley lives in Minneapolis and Cape Town. Website:
www.michaelstanleybooks.com

Bernie Steadman taught English for

many years, dabbling in short fiction and
poetry until she was able to write full-time.
She completed her debut crime novel, Death
in the Woods, when she escaped the classroom
and could finally stop marking essays. This
was the first in the West Country crime
mystery series featuring DI Dan Hellier and his Exeter-based
team. Death on Dartmoor and Death on the Coast complete
the series. Website: www.berniesteadman.com

C.L. Taylor is the Sunday Times

bestselling author of six gripping standalone
psychological thrillers – The Accident, The
Lie, The Missing, The Escape, The Fear and
Sleep. Her award-winning books have been
published in twenty-one countries, sold over
a million copies in the UK alone and been
optioned for television. She has also written a
young adult thriller, The Treatment. Cally lives in Bristol with
her partner and son. Website: www.cltaylorauthor.com

Joe Thomas is the author of Paradise

City and Gringa. The third part in his São
Paulo quartet, Playboy, will be published in
September 2019, and the final part, Brazilian
Psycho, in 2020. He teaches English and
Creative Writing at Royal Holloway, University
of London. Prior to this, Joe lived and taught
in São Paulo for ten years.

Linda Stratmann is the author of two

Lesley Thompson’s debut, A Kind of
Vanishing, won the People’s Book Prize. The
Detective’s Daughter was Amazon UK’s longest
running #1 in 2013, and knocked J.K. Rowling
(Robert Galbraith) to two. Lesley’s protagonist
Stella Darnell is ‘one of the most original
characters in British Crime Fiction’ (Sunday
Times). The Detective’s Daughter series has sold over 750K
copies. The most recent, The Playground Murders, is out in
2019. Lesley is writing a standalone, The Mermaid Murder.

William Sutton’s Lawless historical

Robert Thorogood see appreciation page 13

crime fiction series with Victorian settings
and female sleuths. In the Bayswater murder
mysteries, young, determined Frances
Doughty combats both wily criminals and
prejudice against lady detectives. In Brighton,
diminutive Mina Scarletti writes ghost
stories and exposes fraudulent spirit mediums who extort
money from the vulnerable bereaved. Linda has also written
biography and true crime, including a history of nineteenthcentury poison murder. Website: www.lindastratmann.com

mysteries are published by Titan Books. Will
teaches Latin and Greek. He’s compèred
Portsmouth Bookfest/DarkFest Day of the
Dead events, and Guide to Victorian Sex. He’s
played cricket for Brazil and for Authors CC
and once hit Mike Gatting for six at Lord’s.
He plays bass for chansonnier Philip Jeays.
Lawless and the Flowers of Sin was among books of the
year in the Morning Star and the Mail on Sunday. Website:
william-sutton.co.uk

Vanda Symon is the author of the

Detective Sam Shephard series, including
Overkill and The Ringmaster recently published
in Britain. The New Zealand author is a threetime finalist in the Ngaio Marsh Award for
Best Crime Novel. She recently graduated with
a PhD on the communication of science in
crime fiction. When she isn’t working or writing she can be
found on the business end of a fencing foil. Website: www.
vandasymon.com

Stanley Trollip see Michael Stanley

Antti Tuomainen is one of Finland’s

most acclaimed and award-winning crime
fiction writers. To date, Tuomainen’s
works have been translated into more than
tweny-five languages. In The Man Who
Died and Palm Beach Finland, Tuomainen’s
internationally bestselling novels, he displays a
new side of his authorship and unveils his multifaceted ability
in full. The novels, which combine Tuomainen’s trademark
suspense with a darkly tinged humour, have won the hearts of
readers and critics alike.
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L.C. Tyler writes two crime series: the

Herring Mysteries (currently optioned for
television) and a historical series featuring
seventeenth-century lawyer and spy, John
Grey. He has twice won CrimeFest’s
Goldsboro Last Laugh Award and was
awarded the 2017 CWA Short Story Dagger.
He has lived and worked all over the world
but has more recently been based in London and West Sussex.
Represented by DHH. Website: www.lctyler.com

M.B. Vincent is a married couple. She

writes romantic fiction; he writes songs
and television theme tunes. They’ve even
written musicals together. They work at
opposite ends of the house, and they meet
in the middle to write about Jess Castle
and Castle Kidbury, the West Country’s
goriest market town. Their debut novel
Jess Castle and the Eyeballs of Death was published in 2018.
Website: jesscastlemysteries.com

B.P. Walter was born and raised in Essex.
After spending his childhood and teenage
years reading compulsively, he worked in
bookshops before attending the University
of Southampton to study Film and English,
followed by an MA in Film & Cultural
Management. He is an alumni of the Faber
Academy and currently works as the Social
Media Coordinator for Waterstones head office in London.
You can follow B.P. Walter on Twitter @BarnabyWalter and at
www.facebook.com/BPWalterAuthor

Sarah Ward is the author of four DC
Childs novels, In Bitter Chill, A Deadly Thaw, A
Patient Fury and The Shrouded Path, set in the
Derbyshire Peak District where she lives. Sarah
was a 2015 Amazon Rising Star, A Patient
Fury was the Observer’s Thriller of the Month
in 2017 and The Shrouded Path an Amazon
Kindle top ten bestseller. She is a judge for the Petrona Award
for Scandinavian translated crime novels. Website: www.
crimepieces.com

Kevin Wignall is the author of a number

of highly regarded literary thrillers, including
the international bestsellers A Death in
Sweden and The Traitor’s Story. Several of his
books and stories have attracted film interest,
including the latest, To Die in Vienna, which
is being turned into a film starring Jake
Gyllenhaal. He also writes for young adults,
and his latest, When We Were Lost, is published in June.
Website: www.kevinwignall.com

G.B. Williams specialises in complex,

fast-paced crime novels. The Locked Trilogy
consists of Locked Up, Locked In and recently
released Locked Down. Williams’ Last Shakes
was shortlisted for the 2014 CWA Margery
Allingham Short Story Competition, and is
now available in Last Cut Casebook. Current
projects include a completed standalone and
development of a Welsh police procedural series. As well as
crime, G.B. writes steampunk and horror, and is an active
member of Crime Cymru. Website: www.gailbwilliams.co.uk

S.W. Williams is a passionate writer of

and on crime fiction. Having spent most of
her professional life as a writer, she decided
recently to concentrate on crime fiction.
Her debut crime novel, Small Deaths, is a
historical mystery. Her new series, featuring
a community psychiatric nurse, launches in
autumn 2019 with It Should Have Been You.
Website: www.swwilliamsauthor.com

Robert Wilson won the CWA Gold

Dagger (1999) for A Small Death in Lisbon.
His fourteen novels include the Javier Falcón
books set in Seville (two filmed by Sky
Atlantic in 2012). Capital Punishment was the
start of his four-book London series featuring
kidnap consultant Charles Boxer and was
nominated for the CWA Steel Dagger in 2013.
His latest WW2 spy thriller set in Paris, Lisbon and Occupied
Paris will be published in 2020. Website: www.robert-wilson.eu

Matt Wesolowski is an author from

Newcastle-upon-Tyne. He is also an English
tutor for young people in care. Matt's debut
thriller, Six Stories, was an Amazon bestseller,
a WHSmith Fresh Talent pick, and film rights
were sold to a major Hollywood studio. A
loose prequel, Hydra, was published in
2018 and the third in the Six Stories series, Changeling, was
published in January 2019 and entered the Audible horror
charts at number one.

The comments and views expressed by interviewers,
interviewees and panellists during CrimeFest are their own
and do not necessarily reflect those of the organisers.
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12.00 – 18.05: REGISTRATION
DUCHESS 1 - 2

DUCHESS 3 - 4

Debut Authors: An Infusion Of Fresh
Blood

Moderator: Jake Kerridge

Whose Story: Unique Voices and
Unreliable Narrators
• Guy Bolton
14.40–15.30 • Elly Griffiths
• Amanda Robson
• G.B. Williams

Behind Closed Doors: Not So Perfect Lives

• Alex Dahl
• Niki Mackay
• Michael Malone
• Louise Mangos

Participating Moderator: Jane Corry

Participating Moderator: Matt Wesolowski

Mental Health – In Fact And In Fiction

• Simon Brett
• Rosie Claverton
15.50–16.40 • Thomas Enger
• J.A. Marley

• Felix Francis
• Sharan Newman
• Gunnar Staalesen
• Robert Wilson

Participating Moderator: Barbara Nadel

Participating Moderator: Caro Ramsay

Authors Remembered

• Chris Curran (on Mary Stewart)
• Dominick Donald (on Gavin Lyall)
• Dolores Gordon-Smith (on Ernest Bramah)
17.00–17.50 • Anja de Jager (on Anna Katherine Green)
• Samantha Norman (on Barry Norman)

Nobody Would Believe It If You Wrote
It: Fake News, Post-Truth And Changing
Worlds

Participating moderator: John Lawton (on Ira Levin)

20.00–21.30

They’ve Been In My Head For Years: Writing
A Long Standing Series

• Fiona Erskine
• Gilly Macmillan
• William Shaw
• Jeffrey Siger

Participating Moderator: Paul Hardisty

BALLROOM

Pa n e l a n d E v e n t s S c h e d u l e

• Rachael Blok
13.30–14.20 • Clare Empson
• Stuart Field
• Judith O'Reilly
• B.P. Walter

CRIMEFEST Pub Quiz, with crime writer and critic Peter Guttridge as your quiz inquisitor. Prizes to be won!.
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CRIMINAL CALENDAR
HARROGATE CRIME WRITING FESTIVAL

BOUCHERCON

18-21 July, 2019
Old Swan Hotel, Harrogate
http://harrogateinternationalfestivals.com/
crime-writing-festival

World Mystery Convention
31 October - 3 November 2019
Dallas, Texas
https://www.bouchercon2019.com

ST HILDA’S CRIME & MYSTERY WEEKEND

MAGNA CUM MURDER XXV

16-18 August, 2019
St. Hilda’s College, Oxford
development.office@st-hildas.ox.ac.uk
https://www.sthildas.ox.ac.uk/hildas-crime-2019

NOIRWICH CRIME WRITING FESTIVAL
12-15 September, 2018
Norwich
https://noirwich.co.uk

BLOODY SCOTLAND
20-22 September, 2019
Stirling
www.bloodyscotland.com

25-27 October, 2019
Indianapolis, Indiana, USA
www.magnacummurder.com

LEFT COAST CRIME

12-15 March, 2020
San Diego, California
http://leftcoastcrime.org/2020

MALICE DOMESTIC 32
1 - 3 May, 2020
Bethesda, Maryland, USA
www.malicedomestic.org
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Get all the support you need to
plan
ensure your crime novel goes to
Our expert mentors will guide you through the entire
process from planning to execution

Mystery People
For readers and writers of mystery
A group dedicated to the promotion
of crime fiction, which is especially
encouraging of new authors.
But we’re not just a writers group.
As without readers,
what would writers do?

Everyone is welcome to
Join us!

Learn:
• How crime stories work and the classics of the genre
• Techniques to heighten pace and suspense
• The best structural approach for your story, chapter by chapter
• How to complete and sell your finished manuscript

And so much more…
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To subscribe visit our web site
www.mysterypeople.co.uk and click on 'Join us'.
Or contact Lizzie Sirett on
mysterypeople@outlook.com

Find out more
Call 01778 392482
Visit: http://writ.rs/crimecourse

Course ad 1/4 page.indd 1

As a member you will receive a monthly
e-zine, which includes reports on
recent conferences, news,
interviews, articles, and reviews.

IT’S A
STEAL
!

We look forward to welcoming you.

12/04/2019 15:52

Are you a fan of Agatha Christie and her
contemporaries – Dorothy L. Sayers,
John Dickson Carr, Ngaio Marsh,
Margery Allingham, the Detection Club?
Or would you like to find a forgotten author
from the same period?
Then you need to attend a one-day event
celebrating the Golden Age of Detective Fiction
presented by

ST HILDA’S COLLEGE
CRIME FICTION
WEEKEND 2019

GAMECHANGERS:
WRITERS WHO HAVE
TRANSFORMED THE GENRE

WITH DENISE

MINA

at St Hilda’s College, Oxford
16th – 18th August 2019

OPEN TO ALL
Find out more at

www.st-hildas.ox.ac.uk
/hildas-crime-2019

VENUE: British Library
DATE: Saturday 29 June 2019
For more information and to book tickets go to:
https://bodiesfromthelibrary.com

The Conference Dinner will be held
in aid of the PD James Fund which
supports the work of the English School
and students at St Hilda’s College kindly
endowed by Honorary Fellow PD James.

SPEAKERS:
Lin Anderson
Graeme Macrae Burnet
Natasha Cooper
Prof Niamh Nic Daéid
Will Dean
Mary Paulson-Ellis
Nicci French
Mick Herron
Sarah Hilary
Alison Joseph
Jake Kerridge
Val McDermid
Andrew Taylor
Nicholas Utechin

8.30 – 18.15: REGISTRATION

DUCHESS 1 - 2

Debut Authors: An Infusion
Of Fresh Blood

• Fran Dorricott
• Vanessa Savage
9.00– • Melanie Golding • Laura Shepherd9.50 • Louise Mangos
Robinson
Moderator: Jake Kerridge

10.10– • Kate Ellis
11.00 • Douglas Lindsay
• Danielle Ramsay
• Leigh Russell

Participating Moderator: William Shaw

1900s: A Century Of Change

• Carolyn Kirby
11.20– • H.B. Lyle
12.10 • Cavan Scott
• William Sutton

DUCHESS 3 - 4
Down These Mean Streets:
The Modern PI

• Cara Black
• Jeff Dowson
• Niki Mackay
• Lesley Thomson

Participating Moderator: Cathy Ace

Deadly Enemies, Fickle
Friends: Who Can You Trust?

• Cara Black
• Lisa Hall
• Emily Koch
• Jacqui Rose

Participating Moderator: Chris Curran

Don’t Make Me Laugh:
Humour In Crime Fiction

• Ruth Dudley Edwards
• Helen FitzGerald
• Mike Ripley
Participating Moderator: Linda Stratmann • M.B. Vincent (Bernadette Strachan)
Participating Moderator: Peter Guttridge

Lawyers: Who Are You To
Judge?

• Caroline England
12.30– • Ruth Mancini
13.20 • Peter Murphy
• L.F. Robertson

Participating Moderator: Abi Silver

Contemporary Issues:
Reflecting How We Live

13.40– • Candy Denman
14.30 • Paul Gitsham
• Cara Hunter
• Amanda Robson

14.50– • Cathy Ace
15.40 • Rosie Claverton
• Alis Hawkins
• John Lincoln

Participating Moderator: G.B. Williams

From Land’s End To John
O’Groats: UK Police
Procedurals

16.00– • Chris Collett
16.50 • Tana Collins
• Anthony J. Quinn
• Kate Rhodes

Participating Moderator: M.J. Ford
Scandi Is Dandy

• Alex Dahl
• Jørn Lier Horst*
17.10–
• Yrsa Sigurðardóttir
18.00
• Antii Tuomainen

Participating Moderator: Kevin Wignall

18.30–
19.30
20:00 –
21:30

• G.D. Abson
• Quentin Bates
• Stuart Field
• Valentina ‘V.M.’ Giambanco

Participating Moderator: Vanda Symon

Serial Killers: Mad, Bad And
Dangerous To Know

In the Spotlight

10.10–10.30
Alex Shaw
Writing Elsewhere: Using An
International Setting

10.40–11.00
Sarah Flint
How Realistic Should Your Detective
Be?
11.20–11.40
Mick Finlay

Cruel And Unusual Victorian
Crimes

11.50–12.10
Syd Moore
The Only Way Is Witchcraft—The
Historic Miscarriage Of Justice In
Essex
12.30–12.50
Joe Thomas
Absolute Corruption: Crime Fiction
In A Time Of Political Crisis
13.00–13.20
Bernie Steadman
What Makes The Murderer Kill? The
Antagonist’s Story

MARLBOROUGH
The Plot Thickens: Where
DO You Get Your Ideas?

• James Delargy
• Steve Mosby
• C.J. Skuse
• Victoria Selman

• J.P. Delaney
• Clare Empson
• Laura Shepherd-Robinson
• M.B. Vincent (aka Matthew Strachan)

There’s A Time And A Place For
History

Crime Fiction Legacies:
Desmond Bagley, Campion,
Holmes And More

Participating Moderator: Marcelle Perks

• Indrek Hargla
• John Lawton
• David Penny
• L.C. Tyler

Participating Moderator: Sarah Armstrong

Envy And Obsession: You’ve
Got Something I Want

• Claire Allan
• Paul Burston
• Jane Corry
• J.P. Delaney

Participating Moderator: Amanda
Jennings
Sunshine Noir

• Paul Hardisty
• Barbara Nadel
• Jeffrey Siger
• Robert Wilson

Participating Moderator: Michael Stanley

BALLROOM

CRIMEFEST hosts the Crime Writers’ Association’s Dagger Announcement Reception
Exclusive Preview Screening - AGATHA RAISIN AND THE WIZARD OF EVESHAM

(Pizza will be available in the hotel to pre-order and bring with you to the screening.)

Participating Moderator: Mason Cross

• David Brawn
• Bonnie MacBird
• Mike Ripley

Moderator: Jake Kerridge

Integrity And Conscience:
When Your Characters
Make Choices

• Joy Ellis
• Charlie Gallagher
• Johana Gustawsson
• C.L. Taylor

Participating Moderator: L.F. Robertson

Not 007: An Unusual Type Of Spy

• Sarah Armstrong
• J.D. Fennell
• Mick Herron
• H.B. Lyle

Participating Moderator: Claire Kendal
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Participating Moderator: Zoë Sharp

Crime Cymru: It’s Not All
Rugby, Sheep And Singing

Worldwide Police
Procedurals: Differences
And Similarities

COLSTON

Pa n e l a n d E v e n t s S c h e d u l e

Overrun By Cops: Multiple
Police Procedural Series

C RIME F EST

C RIME F EST

8.30 – 17.25: REGISTRATION
DUCHESS 1 - 2

Debut Authors: An
Infusion Of Fresh Blood

Moderator: Jake Kerridge

That’s SO Last Century:
20th Century Historicals

• Guy Bolton
10.10– • J.D. Fennell
11.00 • Peter Murphy
• S.W. Williams

Participating Moderator: Alison
Joseph

A Question of Guilt: How
Clear Cut Is Crime?

• Sarah Hilary
11.20– • Olivia Kiernan
12.10 • Jo Spain
• Vanda Symon

Participating Moderator: Anthony J.
Quinn

I’m Watching You: Tension
And Paranoia

• Claire Allan
• Alison Bruce
• Lucy Clarke
• Claire Kendal

12.50- • Fran Dorricott
13.40 • Thomas Enger
• Johana Gustawsson
• B.P. Walter

Participating Moderator: Louise Beech

• R.M. Cartmel
• Janet Laurence
• M.B. Vincent (Bernadette Strachan)
• M.B. Vincent (Matthew Strachan)

Unlikely Alliances: Partners, A Tenuous Grip On Reality?:
Sidekicks And Friends
Dreams, Hallucinations And
Obsessive
Thoughts
• Lynn Brittney
• M.W. Craven
• Vaseem Khan
• T.E. Kinsey

Participating Moderator: L.C. Tyler

Crime Fiction: A Reader's
Guide

• Will Carver
• Will Dean
• Felix Francis
• Yrsa Sigurðardóttir

Participating Moderator: Barry Forshaw
LUNCH BREAK

Missing: Characters Who
Aren’t There Anymore

• Mason Cross
• M.J. Ford
• Cara Hunter
• S.W. Williams

Participating Moderator: Steve Mosby

• Rachael Blok
• Helen H. Durrant
• Melanie Golding
• Judith O’Reilly

Participating Moderator: Danuta Kot

10 Year Stretch: The
CrimeFest Anthology

• Peter Guttridge
• Caro Ramsay
• Zoë Sharp
• Michael Stanley (aka Stanley Trollip)
Participating Moderator: Kate Ellis
LUNCH BREAK
Voices In My Head: Who's
In Charge — You Or Your
Characters?

• Jennie Ensor
• Indrek Hargla
• Jørn Lier Horst*
• Danuta Kot

Participating Moderator: Alison Bruce

ASHLEY JENSEN & THE AGATHA
RAISIN CREATIVE TEAM
Ashley Jensen
Barry Ryan
Julia Gilbert

Interviewer: Peter Guttridge
15:10 –
16:00

JOHN HARVEY
Celebrating 80 years
Interviewer: Alison Joseph

DUCHESS 1 - 2

No Leads, No Clue, No
Hopes: Dealing With Cold
Cases

16.2017.10 • Will Dean
• Anja de Jager
• John Lincoln
• Matt Wesolowski

Friends, Family and
Convoluted Relationships

• Paul Burston
• Amanda Jennings
• M.J. McGrath
• Antii Tuomainen

Participating Moderator: C.L. Taylor

Participating Moderator: Lesley
Thomson

Writing The First Draft:
Authors’ Secrets Of Works In
Progress

• Simon Brett
• Mick Herron
• Linda Stratmann
• Sarah Ward

Participating Moderator: Robert
Thorogood

BALLROOM

18.30– Joffe Books Pre–Gala Dinner Reception (all Full Pass holders welcome)
19.30
19.30

CRIMEFEST Awards Dinner – ticket holders only

*With thanks to the Norwegian Embassy and Norla for Jørn Lier Horst's Friday and Saturday panel appearances
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WESSEX ROOM

14.0014.50

A Light Touch – Writing
Traditional Mysteries

Participating Moderator: Christi Daugherty Participating Moderator: Dolores GordonSmith

LUNCH BREAK

Haunted: When Secrets
From The Past Cause
Trouble

MARLBOROUGH

Pa n e l a n d E v e n t s S c h e d u l e

• Dominick Donald
9.00– • Fiona Erskine
9.50 • Olivia Isaac Henry
• Carolyn Kirby
• Marcelle Perks

DUCHESS 3 - 4

C RIME F EST

9.00 – 13.15: REGISTRATION
DUCHESS 1 - 2

Domestic Noir: When Home Is Not A Haven

9.30–10.20

• Louise Beech
• Will Carver
• Elizabeth Mundy
• Vanessa Savage

Down With The Patriarchy

• Anne Coates
• Christi Daugherty
10.40–11.30 • Alison Joseph
• Jane Shemilt

Participating Moderator: Sharan Newman

Crime Science vs Crime Fiction:
Exploding The Myths

The Indie Alternative

• Beate Boeker
• Stephen Collier
• Barry Faulkner
• Lynn Florkiewicz

Participating Moderator: Zoë Sharp

Close To The Edge: How Far Will You Push
Your Characters?

• Caroline England
• Charlie Gallagher
• Kate Rhodes
• Gunnar Staalesen

Participating Moderator: Sarah Ward

• Vaseem Khan
11.50–13.00 • Georgina Meakin
• Abi Silver
• Robert Thorogood

Participating Moderator: Barry Forshaw

*ONE PAIR OF CRIMEFEST 2020 PASSES TO BE WON!*

Pa n e l a n d E v e n t s S c h e d u l e

Participating Moderator: Michael Malone

DUCHESS 3 - 4

S u n d ay , 1 2 M ay 2 01 9
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“

When was the last
time you really lost
yourself in a good
status update?
The difference is

”

Proud sponsors of CrimeFest 2019

Awards
THE 2019 CRIMEFEST AWARDS SHORTLISTS
Winners will be announced at the CRIMEFEST Gala Dinner on Saturday, 11 May

Audible SOUNDS OF CRIME AWARD					
The Audible Sounds of Crime Award is for the best unabridged crime audiobook first published in the UK in 2018
in both printed and audio formats, and available for download from audible.co.uk, Britain’s largest provider of
downloadable audiobooks. Courtesy of sponsor Audible UK, the winning author and audiobook reader(s) share the
£1,000 prize equally and each receives a Bristol Blue Glass commemorative award.

Nominees for Best Unabridged Crime Audiobook:
– Ben Aaronovitch for Lies Sleeping, read by Kobna Holdbrook-Smith (Orion Publishing Group)
– Louise Candlish for Our House, read by Deni Francis & Paul Panting (Whole Story Audiobooks)
– Bill Clinton & James Patterson for The President Is Missing, read by Dennis Quaid, January LaVoy, Peter Ganim,
Jeremy Davidson, Mozhan Marnò and Bill Clinton (Random House Audiobooks)
– Robert Galbraith for Lethal White, read by Robert Glenister (Hachette Audio)
– Greer Hendricks & Sarah Pekkanen for The Wife Between Us, read by Julia Whelan (Pan Macmillan Publishers)
– Stephen King for The Outsider, read by Will Patton (Hodder & Stoughton)
– Clare Mackintosh for Let Me Lie, read by Gemma Whelan & Clare Mackintosh (Little, Brown Book Group)
– Peter May for I'll Keep You Safe, read by Anna Murray & Peter Forbes (riverrun)
– Ian Rankin for In a House of Lies, read by James MacPherson (Orion Publishing Group)
– Sarah Vaughan for Anatomy of a Scandal, read by Julie Teal, Luke Thompson, Esther Wane and Sarah Feathers
(Simon & Schuster Audio UK)
Eligible titles were submitted by publishers, and Audible UK listeners established the shortlist and the winning title.

eDUNNIT AWARD
The eDunnit Award is for the best crime fiction ebook first published in both hardcopy and in electronic format in the
British Isles in 2018. The winning author receives a Bristol Blue Glass commemorative award.

Nominees for the eDunnit Award:

– Leye Adenle for When Trouble Sleeps (Cassava Republic Press)
– Steve Cavanagh for Thirteen (Orion Fiction)
– Martin Edwards for Gallows Court (Head of Zeus)
– Laura Lippman for Sunburn (Faber and Faber)
– Khurrum Rahman for Homegrown Hero (HQ – HarperCollins)
– Andrew Taylor for The Fire Court (HarperCollins)
– Sarah Ward for The Shrouded Path (Faber and Faber)
Eligible titles were submitted by publishers, and a team of British crime fiction reviewers voted to establish the
shortlist and the winning title.						
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Awards
THE 2019 CRIMEFEST AWARDS SHORTLISTS
Winners will be announced at the CRIMEFEST Gala Dinner on Saturday, 11 May

H.R.F. KEATING AWARD
The H.R.F. Keating Award is for the best biographical or critical book related to crime fiction first published in the British
Isles in 2018. H.R.F. ‘Harry’ Keating was one of Britain’s most esteemed crime novelists, and a renowned reviewer and
writer of books about crime fiction. The winning author receives a commemorative Bristol Blue Glass award.

H.R.F. Keating Award Nominees

– Nils Clausson for Arthur Conan Doyle’s Art of Fiction (Cambridge Scholars Publishing)
– Brian Cliff for Irish Crime Fiction (Palgrave Macmillan)
– Glen S. Close for Female Corpses in Crime Fiction (Palgrave Macmillan)
– Laura Joyce & Henry Sutton for Domestic Noir (Palgrave Macmillan)
– Barry Forshaw for Historical Noir (No Exit Press)
– Steven Powell for The Big Somewhere: Essays on James Ellroy's Noir World (Bloomsbury)
– James Sallis for Difficult Lives – Hitching Rides (No Exit Press)
Eligible titles were submitted by publishers, and a team of British crime fiction reviewers voted to establish the
shortlist and the winning title.

LAST LAUGH AWARD
The Last Laugh Award is for the best humorous crime novel first published in the British Isles in 2018. The winner
receives a Bristol Blue Glass commemorative award.

Last Laugh Nominees

– Simon Brett for A Deadly Habit (Crème de la Crime – Severn House)
– Christopher Fowler for Bryant & May – Hall of Mirrors (Transworld)
– Mario Giordano for Auntie Poldi and the Fruits of the Lord (John Murray)
– Mick Herron for London Rules (John Murray)
– Khurrum Rahman for Homegrown Hero (HQ – HarperCollins)
– Lynne Truss for A Shot in the Dark (Bloomsbury)
– Antti Tuomainen for Palm Beach Finland (Orenda Books)
– Olga Wojtas for Miss Blaine's Prefect and the Golden Samovar (Contraband – Saraband)
Eligible titles were submitted by publishers, and a team of British crime fiction reviewers voted to establish the
shortlist and the winning title.
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Awards
THE 2019 CRIMEFEST AWARDS SHORTLISTS
Winners will be announced at the CRIMEFEST Gala Dinner on Saturday, 11 May

BEST CRIME NOVEL FOR CHILDREN (8–12)
The Best Crime Novel for Children Award is for the best children’s novel (8–12) related to crime fiction first published in
the British Isles in 2018. The winning author receives a commemorative Bristol Blue Glass award.

Best Crime Novel for Children (8–12) Nominees

– P.G. Bell for The Train to Impossible Places (Usborne Publishing)
– Fleur Hitchcock for Murder at Twilight (Nosy Crow)
– S.A. Patrick for A Darkness of Dragons (Usborne Publishing)
– Dave Shelton for The Book Case: An Emily Lime Mystery (David Fickling Books)
– Lauren St. John for Kat Wolfe Investigates (Macmillan Children's Books)
– Nicki Thornton for The Last Chance Hotel (Chicken House)
Eligible titles were submitted by publishers, and a team of British booksellers and reviewers of children’s fiction voted
to establish the shortlist and the winning title.

BEST CRIME NOVEL FOR YOUNG ADULTS (12–16)
The Best Crime Novel for Young Adults is for the best children’s novel (12–16) related to crime fiction first published in
the British Isles in 2018. The winning author receives a commemorative Bristol Blue Glass award.

Best Crime Novel for Young Adults (12–16) Nominees
– David Almond for The Colour of the Sun (Hodder Children's Books)
– Mel Darbon for Rosie Loves Jack (Usborne Publishing)
– Julia Gray for Little Liar (Andersen Press)
– Tom Pollock for White Rabbit Red Wolf (Walker Books)
– Nikesh Shukla for Run, Riot (Hodder Children's Books)
– Neal & Jarrod Shusterman for Dry (Walker Books)
Eligible titles were submitted by publishers, and a team of British booksellers and reviewers of young adult fiction
voted to establish the shortlist and the winning title.
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No twists in the tale from
us, just expert accounting

HW Fisher’s Authors and Journalists group is dedicated to writers.
We have a thorough understanding of the relevant tax regulations and
many years’ experience in helping clients minimise their tax liability
and manage their finances effectively. We also specialise in forensic
accounting, including royalty audits for both authors and agents.
Managing your finances is time-consuming, we can take care of all your
accounting, leaving you free to concentrate on your plot twists.
HW Fisher is a top 25 UK chartered accountancy firm with offices in
London and Watford.
Please contact Andrew Subramaniam for a free consultation.
T 020 7380 4947
E asubs@hwfisher.co.uk
hwfisher.co.uk
@HWFWriters

